2020 PtHA Rule Change Proposals Results

The following rule change proposals were presented at the 2020 PtHA Convention in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, for vote by the Standing Committees, if passed in committee, they were brought to the Breed Council. Once a proposal passed the Breed Council, it was then passed to the Board of Directors to pass or defeat (Rule Proposals can not be amended after submission to Standing Committees.). Those rules that passed will go into effect January 1, 2021 and be included in the 2021 Official PtHA Rule Book.

Proposal #2020-1 - Proposed change to Membership rules: Require a membership for other associations for having approved Pinto classes at their shows. Defeated by Long Range Planning Committee.

Proposal #2020-2 - Proposed add Rule to E2.B. to read: Jubilee shows are three four judge shows Exhibitors will receive one (1) extra set of points based on a 4-judge average. Defeated in Long Range Planning Committee.

Proposal #2020-3 - Proposed change to Rule B16.B.5. : Rule change proposals that pass Standing Committees, Breed Council (in accordance with B16.B.4.) and the Board of Directors will become effective on January 1 of the year following the approval, except in the case where the CEO and/or Executive Board exercises their right under the PtHA Bylaws to adapt new rules. Defeated in Long Range Planning Committee.

Proposal #2020-4 - Proposed change to Rule G1A.3. to read: PtHA membership makes an Exhibitor eligible for any and all PtHA National awards and/or titles. Defeated in Long Range Planning Committee.

Proposal #2020-5 - Proposed change to Rule B16.B.4. Currently reads: After review and vote by the Breed Council those rules that are passed are then sent on to the full Board of Directors for review and ratification. Change to read: Rule changes affirmed by at least 70% of the voting body of all related Standing Committees will receive an automatic affirmative vote by the Breed Council. All remaining rule change not receiving 70% must be reviewed and voted on by the Breed Council. All passed rules are sent on to the full Board of Directors for review and ratification. Defeated in Long Range Planning Committee.

Proposal #2020-6 - Proposed change to Rule I.2.E. to read: Ponies may be ridden by persons eighteen (18) year of age or younger. Large Ponies, 50” – 56” may be ridden by persons nineteen (19) years of age or older. Defeated in Long Range Planning Committee and Show and Contest Committee.

Proposal #2020-7 - Proposed change to Rule J.11.6. to read: Utility Color classes may be combined. Utility Horse Youth and Amateur color classes may be combined with Horse Youth and Amateur color classes. Utility Open color classes MAY be combined with other utility type Open color classes. Defeated in Show and Contest Committee.

Proposal #2020-8 - Proposed change to Rule J.J.12.3. to read: Horse color class may NOT be combined. Horse Youth and Amateur color classes may be combined with Utility Horse Youth and Amateur color classes. Horse Color Open classes may NOT be combined. Defeated in Show and Contest Committee.

Proposal #2020-9 - Proposed change to Rule I.14.B. to read: Utility horses may not compete with any other type of classification in any PtHA ROM event. Horse type or classification in any Youth or Amateur PtHA ROM classes or events. Utility Color Open horses may NOT compete with any Horse type Open Color class. Defeated in Show and Contest Committee.
Proposal #2020-10 - Proposed change to Rule II.M2. Currently reads: Utility Pintos may not be combined with any other classification. Changed to read: Utility Pintos with color may be combined with horses in Youth and Amateur ROM classes. Solid Utility Pintos may NOT be combined with any regular classes in any division. Defeated in Show and Contest Committee.

Proposal #2020-11 – Proposed change Rule II.M.1. to read: Horses, ponies, miniature, utility horses and long ears may not compete together in any Open class. Add: Miniature and Ponies may be combined in the Open In-Hand and driving classes where there are insufficient entries. Change rule I2.C. to read: Ponies may not compete with horses, miniatures, utility horses or long ears in any Open Class. Ponies may be combined with miniatures in Open In-Hand and Driving. Change rule I3.F. to read: Open Miniature and Miniature B classes may be combined, but Miniatures and Miniature B Pintos may not be combined with any Open horse, pony, utility or long ear class. Miniatures and Miniature B may be combined with ponies in Open In-Hand and Driving classes. Defeated in Show and Contest Committee.

Proposal #2020-12 - Proposed addition to Rule G1.E.3. to read: At no time, can amateur and youth classes be combined. Passed to Breed Council by Show and Contest Committee. Approved in Breed Council. Passed to Board of Directors. Motion by Kathleen Gallagher, seconded by Wyneta Duncan to approve. Motion passed.

Proposal #2020-13 - Proposed add new rule to add Ranch Horse Pleasure, in addition to the Ranch Rail Pleasure class, to follow APHA rules. If passed could this rule be implemented early April 2020. Tabled in Show and Contest Committee.